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An Institution of High Grade, Standard Faculty
and Courses of Study.
f7\~

University
Located at Westerville, Ohio,
SUBURBAN TO COLUMBUS THE CAPITAL OF THE STATE.

~~~~

There are Four High Class Literary Societies,
With Elegantly Furnished Halls,
Well Selected Libraries and Reading Rooms.
~~~~
The Christian Associations, the oldest in the state, are doing a grand
work. Westerville is a beautiful and healthful village of about 2,000 population, with a fine classical and religious atmosphere. There are no saloons
or other low places of resort. Both sexes are admitted to equal advantages.
All professors are specialists in their departments.
Tnstruction thorough.
Expenses moderate. The University offers eight Courses of Study; the
Classical, Philosophical, Preparatory, Pedagogy, Music, Fine Art, and Elocution and Oratory. There are increased facilities in the new Chemical,
Physical and Biological Laboratories and Lecture Rooms; and in the new
emphasis given to History and Pedagogics. Students can also get work in
Stenography, Bookkeeping and Type-writing.
FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBJ<}R 11, 1901.

For information address

GEORGE SCOTT,

PRESIDENT,

WESTERVILl...E, OHIO

OTTERBEIN AlGiS.

At This Time of the Year'"

•

You need fine Perfume and ff.ood Stationery, Soaps and Spon!,es
for the bath, Tooth Brushes, Powders and Pastes, Combs, Brushes
and Dressini, for the hair, Creams and Lotions for the hands and
face, Pens, Pencils, Ink and Writini, Tablets for your study, and
occasionally Drui,s and Medicines. You will find them at

DR. KEEFER'S,
Football Liniment a

THE ·DRUGGIST

Specialty.

U.B.BRUBAKER
SOLICITS THE
PATRONAGE OF
ALL STUDENTS
FOR ....... .

-CALL AT-
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-iCOAL>-

Columbus, 0.

Special Rates to Students.
Single or in Large Groups.

SEE HIM BEFORE ORDERING.

WHEN YOU WANT
SOMETHING GOOD TO
EAT STOP IN AT

I. N. CUSTER

MILBOURN'S RESTAURANT
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.
FIRST -CLASS SERVICE.
OYSTERS IN SEASON.

327! .bTorth High Street,

DENTIST
OFFICE- West Main Street, in
ex-Episcopal Church Big.,

Westerville, O~io

RESIDENCE- Cor. Main and Grove Sts.

FOUTS

&

CO. -CASH GROCERS

Fine Stock of Dried and Canned...............
Fruits ..
............................................................
Best Quality and Lowest Prices Our Motto.
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S. E. & A. C. FOUTS, Post Office Corner
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Highest Award Over All~
...............................................................
...................
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Six First Premiums Out of Seven A warded to

BAKER ART GALLERY
at Ohio State Exposition.
These awards include best Cabinet Photos, best Group Photos and best general
display. Special rates to Students.
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ESTABLISHED 1883
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INCORPORATED 1895

The Bank oi Westerville Co.
WESTERVILLE, OHIO

NORTH OF BANK

CAPITAL STOCK PAID IN $30,000

Best Goods at Lowest Prices.-

Bookman's

Grocery

Our store is completely stocked.
Everything first-class and fresh.
We solicit your trade and shall
strive to pleas e you.

FRANK BOOKMAN.

EMERY J. SMITH, President
D. S. SEELEY AND GEO. W. BRIGHT, Vice Presidents
F. E. SAMUEL, Cashier
We receive deposits, loan money from thirty days to six
months, buy and sell exchange, United States and other
bonds, Coupons, Notes, etc. Do a general banking and
collection business. Also Pay Interest on Time Deposits
BANKING HOURS 9 TO 12 A. M. MID 1 TO 4 P. M.

-DIRECTORS-

F. A. Scofield
S. W . Taylor
Wm. C. Beal
Geo. W. Bright
John L. Miller
Emery J . Smlth
F. E. Samue l
D. s. Seeley
Thos. Holmes
W. 0. Baker
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co.
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ENGR AVING
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The finest possible grade of .w<;>rk
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PRICES~--

Engraved Monograms and Addresses, Engraved Visiting Cards, Wedding Invitations and Announcements,
·Reception and At-Home Cards, Embossed Initial Stationery, Dinner and Menu Cards, Guest Cards and Programs,
o. splendid assortment of College Stationery Carried at all times .
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~HE LEGIS

extends sincere greetings and a
hearty welcome at the beginning of this
new year to students new and old. Old students return and feel that they are coming
back to a home. New students experience
feelings much different and of far more serious
nature. To the new student, leaving home
and entering upon new scenes of activity are
matters of no small weight. But to all
whether an old student returning with eagerness or a new student fearful of the future
THE LEGIS extends cheerful greetings . May
success attend your efforts .
~TTERBEIN

opens this year with most
flattering prospects . The enrollment for
the first day exceeded by fifty t hat of last

No. r.

year for the same time . Our first summer
school which has just closed had an enrollment
far beyond all expectation ; viz. , 7 I. Many
of these students will remain in school this
year while others have carried back Otterbein
influences to their homes. If enthusiasm and
earnest zeal mean anything we may hope for
a most prosperous year. Last year was one
of the best in the history of the school. This
year the prospects are even better. Our
faculty are stronger, our students more numerous, our local patronage increased, our supporters more active . All departments are
filled to overflowing. These signs indicate a
healthy condition in the school. Otterbein
lives as never before .
liT is utterly impossible t• judge from the
l!l appearance of an individual, what by
careful training and culture he may in time
become . In no place is this principle so
clearly shown as in our colleges. Here the
ambitious and the indifferent, the rich and the
poor, the aristocrat and the plebe an, the
country-bred and the city-bred, in a word,
young men and women gathered from every
avenue and condition of life meet together
and contest for honors in the race . The
awkward , ungainly, uncouth young man of
this year will in course of time, stand with
becoming dignity beside the fashionablydressed student from the city or the aristocrat
(who in this country can not be anything
else than a bo g us aristocrat) with his fastidious taste . The sneers of the one or the
t aunts of the other will only serve to awaken
in h im greater effort. The time will come
when he will put them to sha me. Real and
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genuine manhood shall be his portion, things
which are to~ frequently wanting among
others.
1iW/HE year of 1901 is one of more than
ordinary importance to Otterbein. The
fact that it is the first year of a new century
when every one naturally looks forward with
some anticipation, together with the renewed
agitation concerning removal add much interest and even anxiety to the course of events.
Concerning this question of removal a word
of caution does not seem to be out place if we
may judge anything from recent action.
Whenever the question has come up for discussion in the recent meetings there has been
much acrimonious debate in which the partisans of each side have indulged themselves
even to the extent of undignified personalities.
This to be deplored; for a matter of so vital
importance, not only to the school but to our
whole church, should be decided only after
mature reflection and deliberation, after all
things that pertain to it in any way have been
carefully weighed and estimated; after the
truth or fiction of the whole matter has been
held up to view and brought to light. Of
such importance is it, that it cannot be settled
in a moment and most certainly not, when
reason and judgment are blinded by the heat
and passion of conflict. One thing is certain,
whatever may be the final result of this agitation, only by the united efforts of our people
are we able to maintain a school of high standard. Turmoil, contention and division can
not do otherwise than exert a disintegrating
influence. The hope then of our school is in
the union of our people. It is to be hof>ed
that the men to whom is fallen the duty of
deciding this question will not render a final
decision until the claims of each side have
been held up to light and the respective merits
of each carefully estimated. If the name of
our church means anything our people should
be United Brethren whatever way may be the
result aqd under
all
"United
.. . . -· . . circumstances.
.... . .
.
.

•all\,

-~

we stand divided we fall," is a maxim that
needs no emphasis here. But when once the
matter is decided it should be decided for all
time. It will become the solemn duty of the
minority to submit gracefully to the expres: ed
will of the majority. Wherever the school
may be , a loyal n1ember of the church will lay
aside his personal preferences or prejudices
and show the extent of his loyalty by contributing something in a material way for the
college.

Jl Point to Stud¢nts
1iiir'fl!HE average student upon entering college
..,l!l... determines within his own mind to confine himself strictly to his lessons thinking
that they are of such vast importance that it
is pure folly to devote a small part of his time
to anything else. Now we do not wish to
underestimate the value of close application
to lessons, but there arc other duties which
a student if he is wise, he will take upon himself. These duties are not so burdensome
but that he can find time for them if he will.
A student that does not avail himself of these
opportunities fails as much as if he failed in a
recitation . To be able to recite well is not
all of college life. There are other things that
should receive a just proportion of his attention. He should as soon as possible affiliate
himself with one or another of the literary
societies . This will prove to be a means of
culture which will be of inestimable value to
him not only in school but throughout his
entire life . The Christian Associations should
not be neglected . He should find time to do
some general reading daily. A finely equipped library is at the command of every student wherein may be found both current and
standard literature of all kinds. He should
also take an active interest in the regular
college athletics. This is a subject that has
recently received much prominence. Formerly this privilege was given only to a select
few . Bu~ now ~ll can ta~e part in a,thJetiq;
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in some form or another. The real student
finds time for all of these and still has time for
his lessons . No one should make the fatal
mistake of narrowing or limiting his life in
college to books alone. Books are good but
there is a broader aim which every college
student should seek to possess.

Inaugural Jlddrus
BY PRES. GEORGE SCOTT

HE distinctions in the names and functions of the various educational institutions of our country have not as yet
been clearly defined by our educators. Hence
has arisen a great deal of confusion. Much
acrimonious debate might have been avoided
if a previous agreement had been reached as to
the meaning and scope of the different terms
employed.
The greatest disagreement is
found in the use and conception of the terms
college and university. There is general agreement as to the function of the kindergarten,
the public school, the high school, and the
academy. This has not been the case with the
college and university. Colleges often aspire
to do university work, and universties have
often spent most of their energies in performing the college function. From the mist af!d
haze of confusion of names and functions has
now come a better understa nding and general
agreement with reference to this subject. Our
educators now understand each other better,
and discussions on educational qu estio ns are
freed from annoyances caused by different uses .
of words.
The university is the crowning institution of
our educational system and immediately succeeds the college. In its historical evolution
it bears a similar relation to the college that
the college does to the high school or academy.
Most of our universities have a college as the
center from which the univers ity has g rown.
In a few the university is the central idea with
a college attachment. We have as yet very
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few institutions where university work only is
done. It will be a long time, if ever, before
such institutions as Harvard, Yale, Princeton,
and others of similar type will discard their
collegiate centers. State institutions will reach
this point earlier, but even they are not yet
ready for it. I believe that the state universities
will gradually come to the point of dropping
their collegiate corps, leaving that part of their
present work to the college, just as they have
already dropped their preparatory departments,
leaving that work for the high.school.
The American type of university has not yet
been fully developed but is still in process of
evolution. When mature it will consist of
faculties e.nbracing all human arts and sciences.
Professional schools will form a part of it.
Admission to it will then be gained through
the door of the college only. The historical
evolution of our institutions of learning plainly
point to this goal for the university.
What are the functions of the university?
Whatever differences of opinion may exist as
to its comparative place in our educational
system ultimately, all are agreed as to its present and future function. It performs college
functions now as a part of its work, and may
for a long time be compelled to do so, but its
legitimate work begins where the college ends.
The university is the depository of present
knowledge and present materials of science.
It does this through its libraries and museums.
Possessing wealth it can purchase books and
preserve them. It can avail itself of all discoveries of remains of primitive man and new
discoveries in science. All these can be stored
away in its archives and museums for future
study and preservation.
Again the university ought to discover
knowledge, ought to add to the knowledge we
already possess in all departments of human
and physical science. Guided by his professor the student may work alone in the
library, in the laboratory, in the field or forest,
at home or abroad, on sea or land, making
new discoveries everywhere. The university
supplies the outfit for explorations and receiv~~

.

"
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into its buildings the collections of its workers. pares a man for gaining a subsistence, but not
In this way our knowledge of the physical in the way often supposed. The college is
sciences and of man is being increased daily. primarily to develop latent power, to educate
For instance, our knowledge of the eastern the man, to prepare him to do his part in all
ancient peoples has been so enlarged in the the relations of life to his fellow man, to the
last few years that histories written ten years state, and to God.
The normal child is born into this world with
ago, of Egypt, Babylon, Palestine, and Greece,
are already worthless or entirely untrustworthy all these powers in embryo. To develop these
as a guide to a beginner in these studies. The potentialities is the object of our educational
same thing is true in all branches of physical system. The highest link in the institutions
established for this purpose is the college.
science.
Another function of the university is to The college is intended to develop hidden
communicate its knowledge to the world. power, the university furnbhes us with all that
Knowledge gained and kept by a few is of is known on any subject and equips the mind
- little worth. The university by the lectures of already fully developed with facilities for exof its professors and students, by its efforts to periment and for entering upon unknown and
popularize knowledge by the publication of undeveloped fields and so adding to the stock
monographs, by all the work accomplished of human science. A man is incapable of spethrough the
means
of its
extension cializing to advantage unless he has somewhere
department, gives back to the wotld in return and in some way laid the foundation of general
for its rich endowments, the infinitely more mental development.
precious endowment of science. The farmer,
Now the problem for the college to solve is,
the merchant, the artisan in different crafts, What is the best way to complete this process
the industrial world generally, and the differ- of mental development already begun in the
ent professions are all enriched. The univer- lower schools? The instr~ments hitherto used
sity method and spirit is continued throughout for this purpose have been the mathematical
life. All additions to knowledge and commu- and physical sciences, the humanities, and
nications of it to the world are effected by the philosophy. By the humanities I mean the
university method working in harmony with language, history, and literature of different
nations, ancient and modern, combined with
the collegiate function.
What is the place of the college in our edu- the vernacular. The mixture of these differcational system? Its function is similar to that ent agencies in varying proportions has formed
of the common and high school. The methods the college curricula of our own country all
of the latter are carried to a higher degree and through its history. The difficult problem has
perfected in the college. The function is the been how to fix the proportions so as to secure
same in kind but differs in degree. The pri- the best result. This problem is still unsolved
mary function of the college is not the impar- · and has in late years been the subject of many
tation of knowledge. The simple impartation an experiment in the different colleges. The
of knowledge makes a machine, a dictionary, discussion of these agencies with the methods
a museum; collegiate training aims to make of teaching each forms the interesting science
men. Nor is it the business of a college sim- of pedagogy.
ply to prepare a man for gaining a livelihood.
To be more practical, Otterbein is an instiIf that were all it would be necessary only to tution in which educative rather than investiteach him to read, to write, to add figures and gative work is to be done, where the body,
compute interest, and to instruct him in his mind, and soul, are to be developed and existspecial handicraft. Now the college does im- ing knowledge imparted. rather than where
part knowled~e and in the highest sense pre- discoveries are expected to be made. And
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yet like other American colleges the inquiring
spirit is not dead here and should not be.
Many of the most important additions to the
sum of human knowledge have been made in
colleges but this is not their main object.
You are here to attend college. What do
you expect to gain by it? What do you think
the college can do for you? You think perhaps that you will acquire knowledge, gain a
supply of facts, and increase your capacities
for bread earning. All this you can get here
as well as something much more valuable.
You have it in your great resources undeveloped. It is your business here with our aid to
exploit these resources, to develop these potentialities so that they may reach perfection
and you become qualified to fulfill your missions in life.
To begin with the body, I believe that in all
ordinary cases it is possible to so develop and
train the body that it will be able to bear all
legitimate strain throughout life. The body
was intended to be strong and graceful on
reaching maturity and it is your privilege and
duty in these college years to make your
bodies as perfect as possibly. You can all or
nearly all acquire muscular vigor, an erect
posture, and a graceful gait, if you are willing
to pay the price of intelligent systematic work
in regular training. The bean-pole type of
man with contracted chest and chalky cheeks
is no longer considered good academic form;
the weakly, pale-faced young woman is no
longer the universal favorite. We now admire
the brawny young man, full of life and vigor,
ready for any reasonable demand that may be
made upon his physical strength, the young
woman with a bloom in her cheek, and full of
the enjoyment of life. And rightly, for this is
their normal condition under proper education
of the body.
Some of you have this bodily development
already; maintain it by a proper method of
life and systematic exercise.
Most of you
perhaps have defects of body, or impaired and
undeveloped bodily powers; it is your mission
here to make the:,e defects disappear, to

strengthen and develop every weak part. If
you come here weak and physically imperfect
you ought to leave strong and bodily perfect.
If you come with good health and strong
bodies, it will be sinful for you and a disgrace
to Otterbein to leave with impaired health and
weak bodies. To prevent this a gymnasium
has bet>n provided and instructors furnished.
All who have not had the advantage of a systematic physical education ought to look upon
it as a great privilege to do daily work in the
gymnasium under skilled direction. You are
not as strong, as handsome, as beautiful, as
you are capable of being. I hope to be able at
the end of the year to compliment you on your
improvement in these respects.
What about athletics? What is their relation to college life? Are they an essential
part of the college or simply college luxuries
on the physical side?
The foundation of
athletics is found in the gymnastic . training
which I have described. No one is fit to take
part in any form of competitive athletics whose
body has not previously been systematically
trained. No weakling ought to participate in
a boat-race, a game of football, or even a footrace, yet boating, running and playing football
are all good forms of exercise and efficient in
developing strength of body. I would for
recreation encourage walking, running, jumping, tennis, boating when possible, baseball,
football, basket ball, boxing-all forms of athletics; I would encourage friendly contests in
all these, provided the participants are physically capable. They all help to train the body
and keep it in good form.
The one form of athletics which has been
most decried in this country generally is football. Of course it has its defenders and these
are more numerous and influential, than its
opponents if we are to judge from its present
popularity. The main objections that have
been urged against it are four. First: It is
dangerous. Second: It is expensive. Third:
It takes too much of the time of the players.
Fourth: Its moral tendency is downward.
These are serious charges and if admitted in

lO
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their entirety are sufficient to condemn it.
Let us examine them. The danger element
has been greatly lessened by the modification
of football rules in late years. Danger there
still is and serious accidents are liable to happen
in any game, but this is true of baseball also,
and other forms of athletics. The expense is a
serious problem for most colleges. The consumption of time is a matter that can be regulated. Nor do I belieVe that the moral tendency
of football is debasing. True, there are elements in it such as the tendency to professionalism, the desire to win by means fair or foul,
occasional exhibitions of rowdyism after public
games, especially at the time of Thanksgiving
games between the large universities, that are
greatly to be deplored. On the other hand the
habits of the team during the training season
teach abstemiousness and genuine temperance
in all things; the hard and continuous practice
teaches lessons of endurance and perseverance;
the meeting of antagonists on the field inculcates the virtues of selfrestraint and true manhood. I have watched the de\ elopment of
football in Otterbein from its beginning, and
while I have been made sorry by some accidents that have happened, while I have been
chagrined at some moral lapses of the players
and their followers, I believe the good that has
come to Otterbein through football far outweighs the evil. I think it would be a distinct
loss to give it up. I am still a warm friend of
the grand old sport.
I have spoken so fully on the topic of body
culture that I must not dwell long now on that
of the mind and soul. The whole college curriculum with the aid of the entire faculty will
be given to assist you to develop these higher
parts of your beings. The college will teach
you to observe, to develop the power of attention, of memory, of comparison and classification, and of judgment. When you have finished your college course you will be called
educated. If you are truly educated you will
be able to reflect to think.
You will grow
constantly and be able to do, to a<;:t, You will
be kind, gentle and reverent,

I ought on this occasion to say something
on conduct and discipline.
There must be
right conduct and wise discipline in a college
as well as elsewhere where human beings
mingle. The state finds it necessary to enact
laws and provide means for their enforcements
in order to secure the safety and happiness of
its citizens. Every merchantile establishment
is forced to have strict regulations to be
observed by those it employs to prevent disorder and guarantee success. Every educational institution likewise is forced to have its
rules in order to carry out its purpose. College
rules and regulations are not intended to
curtail legitimate individual liberty but to
secure the greatest good and well-being of the
entire body. The governing bodies of collegts
are not tyrannically disposed. They aim at
securing the greatest good to the greatest number. In order to reach this end individual
wrongdoing has frequently to be suppres;;ed.
Individual lawlessness tends to disturb and
corrupt the whole body and he11ce must not be
tolerated.
My theory of college government can be
briefly stated. First. Young men and women
who attend college ought to be treated as gentlemen and ladies with the greatest consideration and courtesy. Second: They ought to be
subject to the civil law of the community as
other citizens. If they violate that law they
ougi1t to be treated by the civil author ities as
others are treated, and the college ought not to
protect them. Third: Regarding the student!'
relation to each other and to the college and
its governing bodies there is an unwritten code
which ladies and gentlemen generally understand and the observance of which tends to
decency and good order. It ought not to be
necessary in this generation to speak to students of behavior in class, in chapel, or in
public gatherings generally. Disorder in such
places is the strong est evidence of ill breeding
or indifference to the commov courtesies of
good society. \Nh enever the rt quirements of
good society in those places are disregarded
persistently by students their presence in col-
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lege should cease. Besides this there are two
things which a college ought not to tolerate,
laziness and viciousness. If a student w£1! not
study h« is out of his place in college and ought
to be sent home to work. If a student is persistently lawless or vicious his presence in
college is inconsistent with the good of the
whole body and his connection with it ought
to be severed.
From what I have said I think you will
understand that while in college you will be
treated as men and women, as ladies and gentlemen. If you get into trouble it will be
because you have forgotten yourselves or
deliberately done wrong. The relation between faculty and students in these days is no
longer that of watcher and watched, but of the
most intimate friendship. A former graduate
of Otterbein said to me a few days ago that he
made a great mistake when in college by
always avoiding the faculty. "If." said he,
''I were in coilege again I would spend hours
with the faculty every day." I suppose he
meant outside of the recitation rooms and
faculty meetings. Perhaps this might be too
hard on the faculty. But he was right. There
ought to be a more intimate relationship of
friendship and good will between student and
teacher. You will often need help outside of
your lessons. The condition of your financial
affairs, the choice of a profession, your doubts
and difficulties on religious matters, and many
such things will worry you. I invite you at
the beginning of th is school year to feel free
to consult the faculty whenever you feel the
need of advice. You will always find them
sympathetic and ready to help you when
they can . If you fully realize at the outset
that the faculty are your friends there will be
very few misunderstandings. The relationship
of Christian friendship will solve many difficulties.
A Christian college suggests and demands a
Christian education. A Christian education
will add to what I have men tio ned a careful
training in the ethical principles and religious
teachings of Christ. Through the influence of

t't

the Christian Associations, the churches of
Westerville, and other means, you will be led,
I trust, in a systematic spiritual growth, and
brought to think more and more of your
relation to the Divine, and come to realize
more fully that the solution of most of the
serious problems you will meet in life must be
accomplished by the spiritual forces in the
world.

tbt Progrtss of Tnotntion
A. L.

BORING,

'04

S we stand on the threshold of this new
century and with longing eyes eagerly
look in at the slowly opening door in
search for what the future has in store for us,
it is a fit time to turn about, and from the high
position to which progress has brought us, look
down through the years of the rapidly retreating century.
Progress has been the watchword and the
new developments along all lines show that
this watchword has been closely followed and
the march of the century has been onward and
upward.
As the sun shades itself free from the darkness of night and mists of the morning, slowly
ascending the heavens till it reaches the zenith,
so has been the progress of invention. One
hundred years ago the inventive progress was
hid by the dark clouds of superstition and
ignorance, but slowly it shook itself free from
these and moved upward until to-day it is just
at the zenith. It's bright rays have penetrated
the darkest corners and awakened to life the
sleeping genius in the minds of many men, and
the new inventions and improvements in the
old show to what extent these have responded
to the gentle touch.
God created man in his own image and endowed him with unmeasurable powers. The
voice of the Creator has come to the human
race and commanded it to push on to perfection. In the past century the movement
toward this goal has been more rapid than i(\

1~.
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any two centuries previous, and "it doth not
yet appear what we shall be" or shall do with
the hand of God to guide and the eagerness of
man to excel in some line. Man is ambitious
and this trait of his character is the cause of so
much progress. and will be the means of some
day bringing him to perfection or as near that
mark as it is possible for man to attain in this
life.
This is the world's golden age so far as invention and discovery, intelligence and material
progress can bring it.
Measured by achievement, each year is a century and the past one
hundred years is marked by improvements in
transportation, revolution in science, world
wide exploration and extensive discoveries.
The harvest of useful inventions has been great
and still the soil of men'iil minds is capable of
bringing forth even greater things than those
which have astonished the generations of the
past. It must be a great invention which
causes the people of this day to stand in awe
for we have come to think that nothing is
impossible to man when led by the creator of
the universe. No height too high to attain,
no depth too deep but can be fathomed by the
powers of man's genius. One writer has called
this feature of our time!> "the great outbreak of
human inventiveness which left no province of
human affairs unvisited." The scales fell from
men's eyes and they saw how crude were their
methods and appli:111ces, and at the same time
those eyes were endowed with scientific insight
given by the hand of the lovin g Father. B;)fore
man stretched paths of progress leadin g to a
goal so advanced, y et so enchanting, that the
vision quickened the pace of the whole race
and made man determined to seize the golden
prize given only to him who goes on to
perfection.
Wherever a high civilization has shone, mankind has felt a thrill of passion for investigation
and improvement. The nineteenth century
has been the most fertile in invention of all
ages, the one great epoch o f discovery, not
only in political and social developments, but
ip general progress, in art and science, leaving

behind all other centuries.
We have seen
huge strides, leaps torward, which make all
past advance seem like a snail's pace. The
movement onward and upward seems, even to
those who were carried on and up by it, almost
incredible.
World wide exploration has
opened many doors hitherto barred against the
onward march of civilization and progress. At
last the once trackless ocean has been lain open
to travel and the watery paths are as accessible
as the streets of our cities.
Old Neptune has
been conquered and to-day huge ocean steamers
plow through his kingdom, no longer fearing
the huge waves or gigantic monsters which
inhabit them.
Steamships have diminished
distances by shortening time to less than onetenth of the period required for an ocean voyage in ''ye olden times."
Land and sea yield up the secrets of thousands of years. We feel sure that no land
exists where the foot of man has not penetrated. The frozen poles have been forced to
unbar the gates of their ice castles and the
triumphant explorer, like the knight of old,
enters and unfurls his flag on the crystal battlements. The prows of our ships, ploughing
furrows in every sea, have made the vast ocean
h arvest fields of commerce; the dauntless
explorer has pierced Asiatic jungles and
African forests and has scaled the mountains to
their very summits; the seclusion of hermit
nations has been invaded and the veil has been
rent before their closely guarded shrines, openin g a place for civilized commerce and religion.
The railroads, like a huge spider web, envelop
the continents and the iron-horse not only
climbs the steep mountain side but bores his
way through its rocky heart, bridges chasms,
spans rivers, tramps d0wn forests, and dares
the snows of Siberia and the hot sands of
Sahara. The postal service reaches the remotest reg;ons of the g lobe and the telegraph wire
and ocean cable, yoking God's lightening to
human thought, flash es news to the ends of
the earth. Now there are no distant lands: all
are brought t og ether.
Communications like
these making a contact so constant, so univer-
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sal, never entered into the wildest dreams of
the ancients and to 0ur grandfathers would
have seemed impossible.
Although the land has been drenched in
blood and the dark clouds of war have
obscured tr.e bright sky of peace, the boom of
caQnon has rolled down the darkened sky like
the muffled drums of thunder and the shrill
blast of the war trumpet has called men into
action, arraying nation against nation, brother
against brother, yet we believe that the time
of universal peace is near at hand . Mankind
is learning a better way to settle disputes than
by the sword. The policy of live and let live is
more and more becoming the ruling power in
man's actions toward his fellowman. Trade
and travel · bring men together, they learn to
know each other and to feel that war must
cease. Man grasps the hand of his fellowman
with the feeling of brotherhood.
This world-wide exploration has brought
universal intercourse between man and man.
Not alone does trade include the products of
the soil or factory but an exchange in
thoughts, a traffic in ideas thus bringing about
such marvelous results. The barriers between
peoples are broken down. China sends her
young men to the west to study the problems
of human progress at the centers of Christendom .
The "Celestial Gods" actually ask
questions of the' 'foreign devils. " The African
now comes to the land of the Christian and at
the feet of our learned men receives instruction
which he carries back to his less fortunate
brethren thus scattering light in dark places.
Barriers of mutual misunderstanding and superstition are falling. The "foreign devils"
are found to be brothers with hearts full of
love.
The last century has marked the downfall of
human servitude. The great conflict of '61-'65
in our own fair land could not end while upon
one slave there remained an unbroken fetter.
Mankind is learning the great lesson of
humanity and its force is heard crying "away
with, thqse f~tters!" and appealing for a par-

liament of man m which there shall be no
commons but all shall sit as peers. When
suffering Cuba, fettered by a tyrant's hand
and drenched in blood, called to us across the
waves, in the name of humanity and with a
feeling of common brotherhood, the stars and
stripes were sent to her assistance and with
them went freedom, commerce and intelligence. Knock from the body its shackles
and the mind begins to soar to higher realms.
The man learns the dignity and majesty of
mind and that no chain ever forged is strong
enough to bend a thinker. He learns that
truth is as resistless as the waves of the sea,
mighty enough to wreck the strongest bark of
falsehood .
With these thoughts in mind,
schools and universities have been established
all over the world for the purpose of raising
man to higher intellectual plains. The past
century has seen great progress in education
and to-day education is still on the upward
march.
God has, through modern science, given to
man the magic wand. The genius of nature,
with all his mighty forces, waits to do our
bidding, helping us to carry out our highest
ideas of progress. " Necessity is the mother
of invention." When m an saw his necessity
he began to search for something to meet that
need and the numberless inventions of the last
one hundred years a re evidences that he succeeded to a great extent. "Progress is thisthat what we recei ve as bud we give to the
following generation as flower and what we
receive as flower we hand down as fruit."
We received from our predecessors the
horse, we bequeath the bicycle, the locomotive and the motor car; we received the goose
quill, and bequeath the typ ewriter; we received the scythe, and bequeath the mowing
machine. For the hand loom we give the
cotton and woolen factory; for the dim tallow
dip we give the brilliant electric lamp . In
place of the slow sailing vessel depending on
the wind for its power, we leave to our posterity the great ocean steamship, defying the.

forces of wind and waves. The beacon light
flashing news from mouutain to mountain has
given place to the telephone and wireless
telegraphy. See the human body become
practically transparent as the X-rays, the microscope, and electric lamp guide the physician and surgeon in searching the darkest
corners for disease. Limbs once amputated
are now straightened and strengthened. Machinery now works cotton, wool, metal and
wood, and motors do our planing and carving,
hammering and rolling, sowing. mowing,
plowing, reaping, binding, and threshing.
The animal, mineral, and vegetable kingdoms
yield nothing which does not succumb to
man's overmastering powers. The electric
telegraph is the first invention which is obviously final. In the race of human improvement, steam may give place to some mightier
power, but -"no agency for conveying intelligence can ever excel that which is instantaneous." Here for the first time the human
mind has reached the utmost limit of its progress. This unparalleled progress belongs
chiefly to the half century just closed. The
first sun-picture dates back but sixty years;
almost the entire system of railway is the product of this brief time. Already the sunbeam
has surpassed the painter and given to us photographs of dainty color as well as form . The
phonograph has made it possible for future
generations to hear the words of dead orators,
statesmen, poets, and preachers, as uttered
by themselves. Giant explosives-nitroglycerine, dynamite, and giant powder, have
already displaced older and more tedious
methods of clearing the earth's surface of
stumps and opening its veins of metal and
mineral.
Delicate photometers and micrometers,
every form of monster machinery or delicate
mechanism belong to this age; while science
teaches us drainage and irrigation, analysis
and enrichment of the soil, and secrets of fertility, turns deserts into gardens and makes
every spot available forth~ habitation of man.

If such be the progress of the past century in
invention and discovery, nothing which men
may imagine seems impossible in the new era
which has just opened, when science promises
to navigate the air as well as sea. Forms of
force hitherto unknown are now undergoing
experiment; secrets, hidden ev~m from the
past century, are yielding to human investigation and a decade of years may witness a revolution gTeater than that which has turned the
world upside down in our day.
The possibilities which lie hidden in man
cannot be measured and day after day will
develop new powers and step by step will be
the march of progress and future generations
will live, surrounded by inventions of which
we in our wildest dreams dare not hope and
cannot imagine.

e

football

NE week after commencement last June,
notice was served on the manager of
our football team by the Denison Athletic Association that they had voted to cancel
the Otterbein-Denison Thanksgiviug day
game at Dayton and had voted further to
sever all athletic relations with Otterbein.
It has been learned since that this action
was taken at the instigation of Physical Director Day of the Dayton Y. M . C. A. It is
not necessary to give our readers a history of
the business relations between Professor Day
and our Athletic Association. His treatment
of our football managers on two occasions is
already too well known. Last spring, the
official board, profiting by the experience of
former years refused to sign contracts submitted by Day for the Denison game at Dayton, and submitted contracts drawn similar to
the contracts used by most of the coqeges in
the state. Word was received by Day that
these were satisfactory and that they would
be signed by him just as soon as all the members
of their athletic committee returned to the city.
The next word that was received froll,l him
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was to the effect that Otterbein was counted Otterbein, who does not think that he is or
out and that Miami was given the game.
may become an exception in some way or
Denison's action in this matter looks ex- other.
Finally , some will say, "Really I
tremely funny to us for just lately their have no time." To be sure friends, some
manager wrote to the manager of our second sacrifices must be made, and anyone, who has
team requesting t vv o games betv\een the two the good of his college at heart, will be willing
second teams, one at Granville and one at to make them. It doesn't take any more time
Westerville. We are too busy to spend any to play than to watch those practice who do
time with pe ople wl:o change their mind so play. The season only lasts about ten weeks,
frequently; an d as for Prof. Day, we would so come, boys, give up, if necessary, some of
recommend t o the trustees of the Dayton Y . your walks and bicycle trips with your girls;
M. C. A. tha t if th:y would have the standard they will or should think all the more of you
of integrity, imp lied in their n'" me, come up to for it.
Manager Hall has arranged the following
the requirem ent they will have to replace
the incumbent at the head of their physical schedule:
department.
Sept. 28. 0 . S. U. at Columbus.
The outl ook for a winning football team is
Oct. 5· Antioch at Westerville.
not so good as it might be. Our coach is
Oct. I2. 0 . M. U . at Columbus.
doing excellent work and some good men are
Oct. 19. 0 . W. U. at Delaware.
Oct. 26. Wooster at Wooster.
being developed . But the greatest hindrance
to a successful team is the lack of men. Some
Nov . 2. Wittenberg at Westerville.
very good men, who were expected to do
Nov. 9 . Buchtel at Akron.
Nov. r6. Ohio at Westerville.
good work this fall, have not yet returned to
Nov . 28. Heidelberg at T:ffin.
school. Some . who are in school and who can
play and have played, do not show the proper
Otterbein spirit in refusing to play without
~.
11.
giving any apparent good reason. Then there
are some, who no doubt would develop into
The reception given by theY. W. C. A. on
''stars" in time, and it is to be hoped that
Wednesday evening, Sept. I I, was very largely
some of these will soon make their appearance
a ttended by the girls and also by the wives of
on the field . Three reasons are generally
members of the faculty. Refreshments were
given by those who refuse to play. We will
served and a profitable evening enjoyed by all.
try to answer these as briefly as possible.
On the following Tuesday evening a decisior.1
First, some say, "I don't know how." Well
gentlemen, neither did "Shorty" Howard meeting was held in the prayer room of the
when he entered 0. U., but by dint of hard Association building. All the girls are very
work and perseverence, he has dev ·loped into enthusiastic for the year's work and this first
one of the most brilliant players in this state. meeting will be remembered for its beautiful
"Go thou and do lik ewise." Next, they say, manifestation of the Holy Spirit working in the
"Well I am not heavy enough." My dear hearts of the girls. At this meeting there were
friends, mention cuulcl be made of many 0f the twenty-two girls united with the Association,
brightest stars that ever appeared on a gridiron for whom we are truly thankful and whose
who did n ot weigh more than I 30 or I 50 pressnce encourages us to hope and pray for
pounds. But you will say that these are greater spiri tual results.
exceptional cases; in reply to this, let me ask
On Tuesday evening, Sept. 24, a very imyou if you think that there is a young man in portant part of Y. W . C. A. work will be

w.

£.
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presented to the girls-that of Bible study.
This is recognized as very essential in all
Christian work, and every girl should fi nd time
for systematic Bible study. Teachers have
been secured and classes will be organized as
soon as possible. Let every girl be enrolled
in at least one of these classes. Girls, let us
make this year's work count for Christ.

~.

m.

£. 11. nous

Yes, it does one a wo ,ld of good to meet the
boys again; look upon the Association building, and pass through its halls.
We are glad
to be here.
The information bureau in the cabinet room
of the building during the opening of college,
proved a success. Here a list of rooms for
rent was kept with a plot of the town, location
the same.
The annual reception to the new boys was
held on Thursday evening, Sept. 12, from 7:30
to 9· These receptions are a great benf'fit in
getting the boys acquainted with one another,
and introducing them to the Y. M. C. work.
The first regular meeting was held on the
evening of Sept. 19, and was a precious one
indeed. Mr. Arthur Rugh, State College Secretary, was secured by the Bible study committee to present that subject. Mr. Rugh's services are always appreciated and they do us a
The Columbus Railway Co. Westervi11e Time Card

world of good. A canvass for Bible study was
made at the close of the services and thirty-five
names were enrolled.
We trust that this
number will be increased to sixty-five. Fellows, find your place in a Bible class.
The Joint reception was held in the Association parlors Saturday evening, Sept. 14, and
was· a success in every way. The evening was
spent in social conversation, interspersed with
vocal and instrumental music.
A finer bedy
of young people i:; seldom seen.
Information, Consecration and Evangelization are the watchwords of the Missionary department for this year.
Another cycle of
mission study begins this fall with the book,
''Progress of Missions," and it will pay a
student to follow this course through the next
four years.
The Y. M. C. A, greets you who are here
for the first time with a warm heart, and welcomes you into their midst. We know your
situation as a new student with changed environments, the problems to be solved, the diffi-
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DAILY.

Leave Columbus,
Town and High.

A.M.
5.30
6.30
7.30
8.30
9.30
10.30
11.30
P.M.
12.30
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FARE- Round trip, b etween Columbu s a1 d Westerville, 25c.
NoTE-Upon reques t made to l:'uperintendent of Trauspo•·tatiuu, tel ephon e 4~8 , last car will be held at Town and High
streets for not less than ten (lO) passengers, until the theaters
are out.
Baggage Car leaves Town and High streets, 9.25 a . m. and 4.05
p . m. daily, except Sunday.

LOUIS P. KENDRICK,
RESTAURANT AND
CONFECTIONERY
Oysters Served

in

All

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
TO EAT AND DRINK • .......,.

Opposite Postoffice.

Styles
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culties to be surmounted, the discouragements
to be met, that we feel a special interest in you.
Make the Association your friend. Give it a
place in your college life. It is worthy of your
support and will do you an infinite amount of
good. Plan to be at the Devotional meetings
every Thursday evening from 6 to 7 and take
an active part in them. Join a Bible class and
begin at once a daily, systematic study of the
book of books. You may think you have
no time for these things, but remember all are
essential to the well-rounded, broad-minded
man.
Again we say, we welcome you into
our midst and into our Association.

Jllumnals

Gantz is now teaching in the Worthiagton
High School. The many friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Gantz wish them a happy life.
N. R. Best, '92, formerly city editor of the
Zanesville Courier, has accepted an editorial
position on The Interior, Chicago.
F . S. Minshall, '96, is traveling salesman
for the White Line Washing Powder Co.,
ln1~ ianapolis, Ind.
His home is in Anderson,
Ind.
W. B. Kinder, '95, was married the early
part of the summer to Miss Stockwell, of
Cleveland, 0. Mr. Kin'der has a position in
the Cleveland High School and carries with him
the wishes of his many friends for his success.

R. D. Funkhouser, '99, is now Secretary
and Treasurer of the Home Telephone Co .,
Dayton, 0.

The funeral of Mrs. Mary E. White, '6o,
was hdd at the residence of her sister, Mrs.

A. L. Gantz, 'oo, and Jessie Kohr, '01 , were
married July 10, at the home of the bride's
brother, Rev. Ralph Kohr, La Rue, 0. Mr.

You Know Us
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~

,____ we Sell the Best

UNION

ON EARTH. OUR AUTUMN
DESIGNS IN . . . . . .

COLUMBUS, C>.

Invites you to see their immense stock of

STYLISH
CLOTHING
Shoes, Hats and Fu -nishin_ts.

Students
Take Your Shoes to

<><J

COOPER r><>

FOR FIRST-CLASS REPAIRING . He wi ll do the work right.
A good line of Strings and Polish always in stock.

One Door North of McCommon's.

Neckwear, Shirts and Hosiery
Are the neatest and best we have ever shown, and the
PRICE IS SO LOW.

HEMIYliNG & GALLOWAY,
s. w.

Cor. High & Gay, Columbus, 0.

GOOD

&

KUEHNE R

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
114 1-2 S. High St .• Columbus,

o.

0Uf Ph 0 !OS

Are the best in the city because we
insist upon · making a high grade
,.,..,..,..,.~.,.,., quality at the lowest legitimate pric
A.

Spacial Rates for Students. -
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M. A . Fisher, in Westerville, Sunday afternoon, Sept. 22. Dr. G. A. Funkhouser, of
Daoton, conducted the services. Mrs. L. K.
Miller and Miss Cora McFadden, of Dayton,
were among those who attended the funeral.
A . C . Streich, ' 93, has a position in the
Cleveland High School.
Bertha Monroe. Art, '98, will teach art at
Mouth-of-Seneca, W. Va.
B. 0. Barnes, 'oo, is a banker now,
in the Bank of Westerville.

He is

Samuel Zecher, '99, is Secretary Cleveland
Y . M. C. A . He entered upon his duties in
August.
C. R . Frankham, '96, and vV. F. Coover,
'oo, were visitors in Westerville Saturday and
Stmday, Sept. 21 and 22.
N. E . Cornetet, '96, was elected in July to
take the chair of Greek in this institution,
made vacant by the death of Prof. Guitner.

J:ocals
Prof. W . J. Zuck represt:nted the college
at the Allegheny Conference.
We strongly urge severest test of value in
our new line of fall underwear. MARKLEY.
Rev. F. P . Sanders has been acting as

college pastor since the resignation of L. F.
John .
About fifteen students attended Sousa's
concert at the Great Southern on Friday
evening, Sept. 20.
Memorial services were held in the college
chapel on Thursday afternoon, Sept. 19. Addresses were made by Prof. Snavely, Rev.

Our Guarantee.
WE GU.JlR.!lNTEEthat we will not sell
any article except for the price
marked thereon in Plain Figures.
WE GUARANTEE that the prices
marked in Plain Figures on articles in our stock are lower than.
the prices asked for the same goods
anywhere else.
WE G U.!lR.!lNTEE every article in our
stock to be in quality and value
exactly as represented by us.

GOODMAN BROTHERS
LEADING JEWELERS

High and State Sts.

Columbus
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· Bradrick and Dr. Sanders.
All recitations
were suspended for the afternoon.
New students have arrived from all parts of
the country, some had very long rides and
many are still riding.
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Nothing would please us better than to
have you compare our goods and prices with
our competitors.
J. W. MARKLEY.

The student who thinks he knows everything
knows not that others know that he knows
nothing.
MARKLEY.

The church choir is now under the management of L. M. Barnes, as director and Miss
Maggie Lambert, pianist. We are sure to
have excellent music under the direction of
these able instructors.

Miss Mamie Ranck, who has been teaching
for the past two years, has re-entered school
and will be a member of the Sophomore class.

The Y. W. C. A. tendered their usual
reception to the girls on Wednesday evening,
Sept I 2. On the following evening the boys

Our Cut Flower Department

Is always replete in the
latest and
largest varieties of

Floral i
Productions
LIVINGS TONS'

114 N. lligh St.
Columbus, 0.

Has a magnificent stock of
F/\LL HI\ TS on hand. The
patronage of Otterbein girls
solicited.

Wes~erville,

Ohio

~~?l!/:~
./JIYI>vt:WOR./I'JPEC/AL/.ST.

DENTAL PARLORS LAZARUS BLOCK
HIGH &TOWN.ST.£. COLUKBVS..0/1/0.
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were given a reception by theY. M . C. A.
On Saturday evening, Sept. 14, the joint
reception was given.
Otterbein opened very auspiciously on
Sept. I I, twenty-five more students matriculating on the opening day than on the first day
last year.
The Otterbein Male Quartet has been
organized og_ain. It will be composed of L.
M. Barnes, E. M. Hursh. Roy Hildebrand
and H. U. Engle.
Mr. Rue, State Secretary of the Y. M. C.
A., addressed the young men of the college
on the subject of "Bible Study" on Thursday
evening, Sept. I9.
The student body welcomes the return of
Messrs. Wise, Bard, Edgerton, Kundeit;
Misses Mary Appenzeller, Lottie Bard, Flora
Bennert and Myrtle Scott.
Chas. Keller, I. W. Howard, John Shively,
jr., L. M. Barnes, Miss Ola Rogers and Mrs.
Jessie Kohr Gantz, all members of the class
of 'oi, spent several days with their friends at
the beginning of the term.
The citizens' lecture course IS not yet a
cert ainty. Last year it was a failure from a
financial standpoint, and the committee does
not feel like going ahead in this matter, unless
they are assured of the hearty support of the
students and townspeople. A most excellent
course has been arranged and will be carried
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out, if sufficient patronage is guaranteed.
The course, as arranged for, is as follows :
Oct. I 2, The Swiss Bell Ringers.
Nov. 23, Hon . Champ Clark.
Feb. 8, Leonard Garver.
March I, W. J. Clark.
March I2, Chas. Fraser.
April 2 5, Mendelssohn Quartet.
New students will keep in touch with
college happenings by subscribing for THE
.lEGIS.
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THE POPULAR

lliJpy Coods itme I

I

169·171 N. HIGH ST., COLUMBUS

'

Complete New
rr
Stock

·1

Of Autumn and Winter Underwear,
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Furnishings,
Dress Goods, Silks, Jackets, Capes,
Suits, Separate Skirts, Wool and Silk
Waists, Wrappers, Dressing Sacques,
Blankets, Comforts and House Furn-

I
I

1Age~~:·~~r tbe New Idea Patterns
5

Only l 0 Cents.

2
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KIEFER,

Successor to Lane & Co.

190-201 South High.!l Street Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of the Highest Grade Photos .
.!lwarded medal over all competitors sea.sons 18 99-1900 and
First premium 1901 at Ohio Exposition.
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS OF OTTERBEIN.

SEE OUR AGENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY
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Buy Clothing of the
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CAPITAL

ONLY MANUFACTURINC
RETAILERS IN THE cgyy,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE LOCATED NORTH OF VIADUCT, COLUMBUS, OHIO, HIGH & RUSSELL STS.

We carry in stock the Finest in the Land . Cut this Out and
Bring it vvith you VVe vvill Allovv 10 Per Cent Discount.
REMEMBER-You Must Have this Add.

FOOT

BALL

GOODS !

Our line of Victor and SpaldinJ! Foot Ball Goods is now complete,
and our prices are riJ!ht. We ha.ve a large stock of Golf and Lawn
Tennis Goods of Stand~rd makes We are headquarters for Gymnasium Suits and Shoes, SportinJ! Goods of every description.

COLUMB.U_s SPORTING GOODS CQ.
267 NORTH HIGH STREET. COLUMBUS. 0.

Students, all go to

Westerville Hand Laundry.
Remember that Westerville has an up to date Laundry and does up-to-date work.
Special pains taken with ladies' white
dresses and shirt waists. Gentlemen's
soft shirts etc. Let your wants to be
known.
Work ready for you three
times a week.

VV. H

THE POPULAR
SHOEMAKER.
NOR TH

tion go Witb "

e

STATE

STREET,

LEW ADAMS BLOCK.

Where you can get first-class work and only the best
of m at erial is used .

The O'Sullivan Rubber Heels always on hancl.
Best Polish ancl Shoe Strings in stock.

GEO. W. WEEKS_.. PROP.

succtss and Satlsfac·

GRI1\rfMS'

ELLIOTT'S PHOTOS

Their fine qualities are giving unbounded satisfaction
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To an ever increasing number of Patrons.

f

f
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Special rates to students.

f

f

f

f

f
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CITIZENS'
PHONE 3015

OTTERBEIN AIG}S.

22

J. \l\1. N\AR <LEV
DEPARTMENT STORES.
The place to buy the best COFFEES in the market, all grades from 10
Cents up Delicious TEAS, a fine line CANDIES 'I' Yes, a most complete line of FA.N'CY CANDIES. The best in Town. La1~est stock in
all lines to select from.

Learn Shorthand, Bookkeeping and Penmanship
by Mail at Your Home.

COAL
OF ALL KINDS

Otterbein Unlvurslty furnishes high class
mall courses and places worthy graduates in
positions. Write for circulars to day. Address all letters to

B. E. Parker

--GO TO -

H~

L. :SENNETT & CO.

Westerville, Ohio.
M

Direct from Linn, Mass., latest styles in Ladies' extension soles_________

Walking Shoes
Of course they are at
Irwin's the most exclusive SHOE HOUSE
in town, .ll.lso full line
of Rubbers, half dozen different styles all sizes and widths.

Ladies'
Tennis
Oxfords

W. L. Douglas and Netson
Custom Fit Shoes
You know what they are. Collars,
Ties, Gloves and Hats in · abundance.

lr"""in

Bros.

W"ESTERVILLE. OHIO

F'or Finest

Photos go

to

Hacker's
Art
Studio
416 North High St.

Students of Otterbein University
at half price. Go to cJ. L Morrison's
Bookstore, see samples, and get
coupons free, or see E. /\. Lawrence.

NORTH END OF VI/\DUCT
COLUABUS, OHIO.

LA

ARUS'

1-Iigh and Tovvn Sts.• Columbus, Ohio.

A Correct Understanding
· of the Arts and Sciences

Is one or the valuable requisites
o
every ambit ious student. It Is also an
Important thing to have a thorough
knowledge as to where to buy your

Clothing, Hats, Shoes~
Neckwear, Etc./ 4Qdlav
All signs point this

~ay.
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LA A
NEW THINGS

IN~

THE NEW DRUG STORE

"Otterbein" Novelties.
"Otterbein" Spoons (Sterling Silver)
"Otterbein" Letter Openers (Sterling Silver)
"Otterbein" Paper Knives (Sterling Silver)
"Otterbein" Pins, Solid Gold ( Enameled)
The a bove goods will m a ke Valuable Souvenirs that
w ill be a p preciated by a ll "Otterbein" People
FOR SALE BY

C.

lBVvBlBF
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

'

G. W. STOCKDALE,
Granite and
Marble Monumants

Hard wa Soft Coal.
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

S'
F. fit RANCK, Prop'r.
Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles, Pe7fumes,
Chamois Skins. Bath Sponges, Stationery . etc. Special attention gi.v en to Presc., i ptions and Family Receipts. .dlso
Fire Insura nce, Real Estate and .dbstractinf, Titles.

Redding Block, Westerville, 0

MRS. H. ACKERSON,
FIRST-CLASS

Milliner

Low Prices and Up t o Date Goods.
Ladies call and save money on your hats.
Also Agent for Dr. Snyder's Face Cream.

' Locatelllst Door North of Scofield's Dry Goods Store

Suit Cases, Satchels, Telescopes, Bags

F. A. STALLMAN'S
TRUNK

FACTORY

The Stallma n Dresser Trunk saves the time, labor and trouble of unp a cking and repacking each time you get an article from your trunk. The
most convenient as well as the best made trunk on the market. Just the
thing for the college man or lady. We invite you to call and inspect ourline.

STALLMAN'S TRUNK FACTORY,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

31 and 33 West Spring Street,

THE BIOGRAPHY OF

You cannot be called "cultured" or "educated"
n you do not keep abreast of the times in CUR-

REV. JONATHAN WEAVER, D. D.

RENT LITERATURE. The only place to get
just what you want in the m ost recent books, is
at

A Bishop in the Church of the United
Brethren in Christ for 3 5 years.

I L. MORRISON'S

BY H . A. THOMPSON, D. D.
With and introduction by BisHOP N. CASTLE, D. D.

I

~HIS book will be printed on excellent paper in large clear

~5\\!i\fZW'~BOOKSTORt
the general supply house 01 the Otterbein student. Call and let us show you some of our
Fountain Pens, Tablets, Fancy Lett er Paper,
etc. Ot:r fine Christmas Goods together with a
fUll line of Teachers' Bibles have just been
received.

THE BOOKSTORE.
~Subscribe

for some good
Magazine now.

~ type, and illustrated with the likeness of the Bishop at
different periods of his life, and also contain other illustrations of persons and places with which he in life was
identified.
CONTENTS

The Bishop's Ancestry
A boy in School
His Conversion
Licensed to Exhort and Preach
His First Charge
A College Agent
A Tilt with Universalists Reform Lectures
Views on Church Polity The Commission, Its Work, Victory
As a Preacher
A Presiding Officer
Before the Courts
Also three or four of the Bishop's best sermons
and his POPULAR LECTURE-INFLUENCE.

""'h~n ~ ~a""11
The author is at work on the
~ "("..(;\."' V !J• manuscript, and pushing same to
completion as rapidly as possible, and we hope to be able to
announce in the near future the exact date when this important book will issue from the press.
PRICE $1.50

AGENTS FOR IT WANTED

U. B. Publishing House, Dayton, Ohio.

THE AVENUE BAKERY
THE OLDEST AND MOS T RELIABLE,

FOR YOUR

Fine Cakes, Lady Finger s , Macaroons.
h::e Crea m and Ices to Ord er.
Special Attention Given t o Catering for Class Parties.
Prices Reasonable. Satisfaction Guaranteed...• ..

J. R. WILLIAMS' 12, 14, 16 W. College Ave

